Empirical studies imply that sex-specific genetic architectures can resolve evolutionary conflicts between males and females, and thereby facilitate the evolution of sexual dimorphism. Sex-specificity of behavioural genetic architectures has, however, rarely been considered. Moreover, as the expression of genetic (co)variances is often environment-dependent, general inferences on sex-specific genetic architectures require estimates of quantitative genetics parameters under multiple conditions. We measured exploration and aggression in pedigreed populations of southern field crickets (Gryllus bimaculatus) raised on either naturally balanced (free-choice) or imbalanced ( protein-deprived) diets. For each dietary condition, we measured for each behavioural trait (i) level of sexual dimorphism, (ii) level of sex-specificity of survival selection gradients, (iii) level of sex-specificity of additive genetic variance, and (iv) strength of the cross-sex genetic correlation. We report here evidence for sexual dimorphism in behaviour as well as sex-specificity in the expression of genetic (co)variances as predicted by theory. The additive genetic variances of exploration and aggression were significantly greater in males compared with females. Cross-sex genetic correlations were highly positive for exploration but deviating (significantly) from one for aggression; findings were consistent across dietary treatments. This suggests that genetic architectures characterize the sexually dimorphic focal behaviours across various key environmental conditions in the wild. Our finding also highlights that sexual conflict can be resolved by evolving sexually independent genetic architectures.
Empirical studies imply that sex-specific genetic architectures can resolve evolutionary conflicts between males and females, and thereby facilitate the evolution of sexual dimorphism. Sex-specificity of behavioural genetic architectures has, however, rarely been considered. Moreover, as the expression of genetic (co)variances is often environment-dependent, general inferences on sex-specific genetic architectures require estimates of quantitative genetics parameters under multiple conditions. We measured exploration and aggression in pedigreed populations of southern field crickets (Gryllus bimaculatus) raised on either naturally balanced (free-choice) or imbalanced ( protein-deprived) diets. For each dietary condition, we measured for each behavioural trait (i) level of sexual dimorphism, (ii) level of sex-specificity of survival selection gradients, (iii) level of sex-specificity of additive genetic variance, and (iv) strength of the cross-sex genetic correlation. We report here evidence for sexual dimorphism in behaviour as well as sex-specificity in the expression of genetic (co)variances as predicted by theory. The additive genetic variances of exploration and aggression were significantly greater in males compared with females. Cross-sex genetic correlations were highly positive for exploration but deviating (significantly) from one for aggression; findings were consistent across dietary treatments. This suggests that genetic architectures characterize the sexually dimorphic focal behaviours across various key environmental conditions in the wild. Our finding also highlights that sexual conflict can be resolved by evolving sexually independent genetic architectures.
Background
Optimal phenotypes often differ between males and females [1] . Sexually antagonistic selection acting on a trait expressed in both sexes occurs when selection is opposite across males and females [2] . This may ultimately lead to the evolution of a sex-specific genetic architecture, hence sexual dimorphism [3, 4] . Many quantitative genetics studies have revealed genetic architectures where sex-specific gene expression leads to sexual dimorphism while crosssex genetic correlations are simultaneously positive [5, 6] . From an evolutionary perspective, such highly positive cross-sex genetic correlations are interesting because selection acting on male phenotypes may then affect evolution of female phenotypes and vice versa, potentially constraining the sexes to reach their adaptive peaks, thereby causing intralocus sexual conflict [5] [6] [7] .
Intralocus sexual conflict may be resolved by evolving mutations that enable sex-specificity of gene expression allowing sexual dimorphism [8] , and weaken any maladaptive cross-sex genetic correlations [6,9 -11] . A cross-sex genetic correlation (r MF ) of less than one (i.e. r MF , 1) implies the existence of a sex-specific genetic architecture caused by G Â S, where a complete lack of any cross-sex genetic correlation (i.e. r MF ¼ 0) would imply that the sexes could evolve independently to their respective fitness optima [3, 12] . Negative cross-sex genetic correlations (i.e. r MF , 0) may facilitate micro-evolution towards sex-specific & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
trait optima because directional selection acting on one sex would shift the trait mean for the other sex in the opposite ( preferred) direction. Indeed, cross-sex genetic correlations are generally weaker in species that have evolved stronger sexual dimorphism [9] . Of course, even when a cross-sex genetic correlation is one (i.e. r MF ¼ 1), sex-specific genetic architectures may be achieved by sex-specific gene expression leading to sex-differences in mean or additive genetic variance [13] [14] [15] . For example, a history of sex-specificity in the strength of stabilizing selection may result in sex-specific evolvabilities [16] . The level of sex-specificity in these aspects of genetic architecture of a shared trait (e.g. sex-specific additive genetic variances or a low cross-sex genetic correlation) is thus predicted to influence intralocus sexual conflict resolution [8] . Insight in the nature and magnitude of sex-specificity of genetic architectures therefore provides important information on the potential evolutionary trajectories of traits expressed in both sexes.
Sex-specific genetic architectures have often been examined for morphological traits [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , but are also expected for highly labile phenotypic traits such as behaviours examined in animal personality research, where the existence of sex-specific selection pressures have been forcefully demonstrated [26] or implied [27] . Sex-specificity of genetic variances or strength of cross-sex genetic correlations is generally under-studied for behaviours characterized by sex-specific optima [28] [29] [30] . Studies on Drosophila melanogaster form an exception; this species expresses sexual dimorphism in activity in the presence of sex-specific selection favouring males to be more active than females (though cross-sex genetic correlations for activity were nevertheless positive, r MF . 0.76 [28] ). Sleep duration (r MF ¼ 0.78 [29] ) and olfactory behaviour (r MF ¼ 0.59 [30] ) also harbour highly positive cross-sex genetic correlations in this species. Importantly, it is unknown whether such highly positive cross-sex behavioural genetic correlations are limited to specific behaviours expressed in Drosophila, rather than applying generally.
Furthermore, populations of the same species often differ in the extent to which sexual conflict is resolved [31] [32] [33] . Such population differences may result from stochastic processes [34] or from spatial variation in ecological conditions [35, 36] . The latter explanation is appealing as it implies that the magnitude of sex-specific selection, hence the strength of selection favouring the evolution of a sex-specific genetic architecture (G Â S) may differ between environments. That is, variation in sex-specific genetic architectures among populations of the same species may result from the adaptive evolution of environmental dependency of their expression (i.e. G Â E Â S). Importantly, this notion simultaneously implies that findings of a (lack of ) sex-specific genetic architecture measured in a specific environment should be taken with caution: general conclusions may only be drawn based on studies quantifying sex-specific genetic (co)variances for multiple environmental conditions [37] . Studies estimating the expression of sex-specific genetic (co)variances under multiple conditions are largely lacking [9] . In this paper, we thus experimentally test, in the context of behaviour, the magnitude of sexual dimorphism, sex-specific selection and level of sex-specificity of the genetic architecture, for two dissimilar ecological conditions (detailed below).
We used a standard full-sib/half-sib breeding design [15] to explore how sex-specific additive genetic variances and cross-sex genetic correlations contributed to sexual dimorphism, using the southern field cricket Gryllus bimaculatus as a model. We also measured sex-specific selection at the phenotypic and genetic levels to estimate whether behavioural optima were sex-specific. We focused on two behaviours (exploration, aggression) known to be sexually dimorphic [38] , and predicted that sexual dimorphism in these traits was facilitated by a sex-specific genetic architecture. We nested a diet manipulation within our breeding design because dietary conditions affect the expression of sexual dimorphism [38] . Doing so allowed us to test whether our findings were specific rather than applying more generally. Dietary contexts are ecologically important because food sources rich in protein are often limiting in wild cricket populations [39, 40] , and animals often prioritize satisfying requirement for proteins over other macronutrients [41] . We manipulated the acquisition of protein by providing synthetic diets during adulthood. The protein-deprived diet provided in our study (which harboured less than 2% of protein) is perceived as nutritionally stressful by this species [42] . Although low to moderate levels of proteins consisting of essential amino acids in diets are known to increase lifespan in male and female crickets [43 -45] , extremely low levels, or a complete lack, of essential amino acids decreases resistance towards stress, and consequently reduces lifespan [46] . 1397 individuals (744 males and 653 females) were repeatedly subjected to behavioural assays (exploration and aggression). We estimated (i) level of sexual dimorphism, (ii) sex-specific (linear and nonlinear) survival selection gradients, (iii) level of sex-specificity in the expression of additive genetic variances and (iv) cross-sex genetic correlations for each behavioural trait for each diet treatment, and compared these estimates across dietary treatment groups.
Methods (a) Cricket maintenance
We collected 150 adult males and 150 adult females from a natural population of southern field crickets near Capalbio in Tuscany, Italy (42842 '46.7 0 N, 11833'99.3 0 E) in July 2014. Crickets were transported to a climate room at the Ludwig Maximilians University in Munich, and housed at 268C with 40% relative humidity under a 14 L : 10D photoperiod. We collected offspring after breeding the wild-caught individuals and used them as breeders (a parental generation) in the breeding design (detailed below). The detail procedures to breed wild-caught individuals were described in the electronic supplementary material, S1.
(b) Breeding design, diet treatments and behavioural assays
We implemented a nested half-sib/full-sib breeding design [34] where each of 45 laboratory-bred males (sires) were singly mated to two unrelated laboratory-bred females (dams) with the aim to produce a total of 90 full-sib families. We produced a total of 76 full-sib families nested within 38 paternal half-sib families, and a further three full-sib families that did not have an associated half-sib family (as some matings failed). Nymphs of different full-sib families were housed separately in plastic containers (20 Â 30 Â 20 cm 3 ) containing groups of 80 nymphs (divided over four containers for each of 76 full-sib families), and were provided a mix of dry bird food and water ad libitum.
Upon eclosion into adults, we subsampled adult individuals, and adult males and females were randomly assigned to a 'protein-deprived' (366 males and 325 females) or a rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171658 'free-choice' (378 males and 328 females) diet for their entire adult life. The protein-deprived treatment group was provided solely with a carbohydrate-high diet (98% carbohydrate (C), 2% protein (P), approx. 500 mg), whereas the free-choice diet treatment group was provided with both a carbohydrate-high (98% C, 2% P, approx. 400 mg) and a protein-high diet (2% C, 98% P, approx. 100 mg) offered in two separate dishes, presented simultaneously. The protein-high and carbohydrate-high diets both consisted of 40% cellulose powder and 60% nutrient content, and were made according to an established protocol detailed elsewhere [47] . The amount of food provided in food dishes was three to four times more than the maximum amount consumed within a 3-day period, thereby ensuring that nutrients were provided ad libitum. Crickets subjected to these diet treatments were placed alone in plastic home containers (10 Â 10 Â 9 cm 3 ) with a piece of egg carton for shelter, a plastic water bottle plugged with cotton wool, and the synthetic artificial foods. The container was cleaned and the food and water refreshed every 3 days.
We performed a set of behavioural assays to quantify exploration and aggression behaviour when the crickets had received three weeks of diet treatment. On the day that a focal individual was assayed, it was marked individually with a small dot of paint (Testors enamel paint) on its pronotum. Exploration and aggression were measured in a fixed order, starting with a 10-min exploration test followed by a 10-min aggression test 1-3 min later. The fixed order ensured that all individuals experienced the exact same treatment, which facilitates comparison between individuals [48, 49] . Each individual was assayed for each of the two behaviours four times with a 2-day interval. Details of the behavioural assays have been published elsewhere [38] and are summarized in electronic supplementary material S2. In short, we measured each individual's total distance moved in a 10-min period within the container (15 Â 15 Â 10 cm 3 W Â L Â H) used for the exploration assay, as a measure of activity in a novel environment [38, 50, 51] . We then put one same-sex individual (hereafter 'opponent'), which was not used again, from the stock population into the compartment, and then measured the amount of time that the focal individual spent to chase the opponent within a 10-min period, after which both contestants were removed from the arena. In total, we collected 5135 exploration assays (1423 for males on the free-choice diet; 1318 for males on the protein-deprived diet; 1214 for females on the free-choice diet; 1180 for females on the protein-deprived diet) and 4757 aggression assays (1328 for males on the free-choice diet; 1218 for males on the proteindeprived diet; 1120 for females on the free-choice diet; 1091 for females on the protein-deprived diet). After a set of behavioural assays, adults were returned to their plastic home containers (10 Â 10 Â 9 cm 3 ) and their survivorship was estimated over a six-week period (yes/no; binary variable) following eclosure to adulthood.
(c) Statistical procedures
We used univariate, bivariate and multivariate mixed-effects animal models to explore sexual dimorphism and variation in sex-specific additive genetic variances and cross-sex genetic correlations. Our first set of analyses focused on testing (sex-specific) treatment effects on phenotypic means, for which we fitted univariate mixed-effects animal models [52, 53] . Our second set of analyses focused on the estimation of within-sex-cross-treatment (r A ) and within-treatment-cross-sex genetic correlations (r MF ), for which we fitted sets of bivariate animal models (detailed below). Lastly, in addition to these bivariate models, we also constructed a series of multivariate mixed-effect animal models to test the effect of sex and diet treatment on the expression of additive genetic variance (V A ). All traits were square-root-transformed (which resulted in normally distributed residuals), and mean-scaled prior to analyses of evolvabilities (see electronic supplementary material S5).
(i) Univariate mixed-effects animal models
We first analysed sources of variation in each behavioural trait (aggression and exploration) separately, using univariate animal models, where the focal trait was fitted as the response variable, and where sex (two-level factor: female versus male), diet treatment (two-level factor: free-choice versus proteindeprivation), the interaction between sex and diet, testing order (covariate), testing shelf (two-level factor: lower versus upper; behavioural traits only) and time of the measurement (covariate) were fitted as fixed effects. Testing order and time of the measurement were mean-centred at the population level. Using the pedigree information, we simultaneously estimated the variance attributable to additive genetic effects (V A ), permanent environmental effects (V PE ), juvenile container identity effects (V C ) and within-individual residual (V R ) following procedures detailed elsewhere [53] . Here, permanent environmental effects (V PE ) were defined as the among-individual variance in repeated measures data not attributable to additive genetic (V A ) or container effects (V C ).
(ii) Bivariate mixed-effects animal models
We then considered each phenotypic trait measured for each unique combination for sex and treatment as a separate response variable in our analyses (e.g. [38, 54] ), resulting in four response variables per trait: the focal trait expressed in (1) females exposed to the free-choice treatment, (2) females exposed to the protein-deprived treatment, (3) males exposed to the freechoice treatment, and (4) males exposed to the protein-deprived treatment. We then constructed sets of bivariate animal models, where we fitted either (1) and (2) or (3) and (4) as the two response variables to estimate the additive genetic variance (V A ) for each treatment group, and the covariance (COV A ), and correlation (r A ), across the treatment groups within, respectively, females and males. We also constructed bivariate animal models fitting either (1) and (3) or (2) and (4) as the two response variables to estimate the additive genetic variance (V A ) for each sex, and the cross-sex genetic covariance (COV MF ) and crosssex genetic correlation (r MF ) within, respectively, the free-choice and protein-deprived treatment group. These bivariate models fitted the same variance components as detailed for the univariate analyses above but additionally included each estimable level-specific covariance (or correlation). Juvenile container identity effects (V C ) were not modelled as they explained little variance in our univariate analyses (electronic supplementary material, table S1), and because including V C sometimes caused convergence failure. Testing order, testing shelf or time were included as a fixed effect in our bivariate models when they were significant in the trait-specific univariate models above. In addition to unscaled additive genetic variance (V A ), we also calculated the narrow-sense heritability (h 2 ¼ V A /V P ) but did not statistically compare this metric across sexes and treatment groups as differences could result from effects on additive genetic variance (V A ), residual variance (V R ) or trait mean [16, 55, 56] .
(iii) Multivariate mixed-effects animal models
We also used a character state approach and constructed sets of multivariate animal models, where we fitted (1) -(4) as the four response variables per trait to investigate the effects of sex and treatment on the expression of V A (electronic supplementary material, S4 and figure S1 ). This multivariate model fitted the same variance components and fixed effects as detailed for the bivariate analyses. First, we compared the multivariate model fitting sex-specific and treatment-specific V A s with a reduced null figure S1 ). To explore diet-specific V A , we compared our null model (model 1) with a model (model 2) where V A s were constrained to be equal for treatments sharing the same figure  S1 ). Similarly, to test sex-specific V A , we compared a null model (model 1) with a model (model 3) where V A s were constrained to be equal with the same sex figure S1 ).
(iv) Significance testing
The significance of fixed effects was derived from conditional Wald F-tests. Significance of variance attributable to random effects was determined using likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) calculated as the x 2 -distributed difference in deviance (22 Â log likelihood) between the full model and a model where a focal random effect was removed, and where the value of P was calculated assuming an equal mixture of P(x 2 , d.f. ¼ 0) and P(x 2 , d.f. ¼ 1) [57, 58] , denoted as 'x 2 0=1 ' in our statistical tables. LRTs were also used to (i) calculate the significance of genetic covariances in bivariate models, where the LRT was calculated as the difference in deviance between the full model and a model where a focal covariance was constrained to zero, assuming one degree of freedom, (ii) test whether a focal variance differed between sexes or treatments, where the LRT was calculated as the difference between a model where the focal variance was estimated for each dataset separately versus constrained to be the same across datasets, assuming one degree of freedom, and (iii) test whether genetic correlations differed from one, where the LRT was calculated as the difference in deviance between a model where r A or r MF was either estimated or constrained to the value one, where the value of P was calculated assuming an equal mixture of P( 
(v) Selection analyses
Next, we applied Lande & Arnold's phenotypic selection approach for each trait [59] , where we used survival over six weeks of adult age as a fitness measure (response variable). Because the two behaviours were repeatedly measured, we calculated mean values per individual, and used them as (mean and variance) standardized covariates to calculate linear and nonlinear selection gradients. In addition, we also calculated the genetic covariance between relative fitness (observed fitness divided by the mean fitness of the sex-specific, treatment-specific population) and phenotypic traits (evolutionary response) and genetic selection gradients using trait-specific bivariate mixed-effect models. The statistical procedure is detailed further in electronic supplementary material S7. All models were implemented in ASREML (version 4, VSN Interaction Ltd, Hemel Hempstead, UK), and solved using restricted maximum likelihood.
Results (a) Dietary effects on sexual dimorphism
As expected, sexual dimorphism characterized both behaviours: males were more explorative and more aggressive than females (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Level of sexual dimorphism was also a function of the dietary treatment owing to a significant interaction between sex and diet (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure 1). Aggression was sexually dimorphic in the free-choice diet but not in the protein-deprived diet (figure 1). However, exploration was sexually dimorphic in both diet treatments, but the level of sexual dimorphism was larger in the free-choice diet than in the protein-deprived diet (figure 1). This effect existed because the plastic response to diet differed between the sexes: females exposed to the protein-deficient diet were more explorative and more aggressive than females exposed to the free-choice diet (figure 1). Exploration was not affected by diet treatment in males, while males on the protein-deprived diet were less (instead of more) aggressive than males on the free-choice diet ( figure 1). (b) Sex-specificity and dietary effects on the expression of additive genetic variance
Behavioural traits were heritable for each unique combination of sex and treatment (electronic supplementary material, table S2). For both behavioural traits, exploration and aggression, the additive genetic variance (V A ) was significantly greater in males compared to females (table 1 and figure 2 ), but the level of sex-specificity in the expression of V A did not vary with diet treatment (table 1 and figure 2; electronic supplementary material, tables S2 and S3).
(c) Cross-sex and cross-environment genetic correlations
Cross-sex genetic correlations (r MF s) were significantly positive, regardless of diet treatment, for exploration (table 2) . (table 2) . By contrast, the r MF for aggression was not significantly different from zero, and this was the case for both treatment groups (table 2). The r MF s were not significantly different between treatment groups (x 2 1 ¼ 1:10, p ¼ 0.29) for aggression, though it was significantly lower than the value 1 only for the free-choice diet treatment (table 2), providing statistical evidence for G Â S for this trait. In addition, within-sex cross-environment genetic correlations (r A ) for both traits were highly positive and not deviating from the value 1, implying the absence of G Â E within sexes (electronic supplementary material, table S6).
(d) Phenotypic selection gradients
More explorative individuals also survived better, and this pattern characterized both sexes and both diet treatments (table 3) . We found no evidence for nonlinear selection acting on exploration behaviour (table 4) . Neither linear nor nonlinear selection gradients differed between sexes or diet treatments for this behaviour (tables 3 and 4).
There was strong directional selection favouring more aggressive individuals (table 3) . Regardless of diet treatment, more aggressive individuals survived better (table 3). The strength of directional selection tended to be stronger in males than in females (table 3) . When additionally considering nonlinear selection, aggressive behaviour was under strong stabilizing selection; sex and diet affected the strength of selection (table 4). In both diet treatments, stabilizing selection on aggression was stronger in females than in males (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). In both sexes, stabilizing selection on aggression was stronger for the protein-deficient diet treatment group (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ).
(e) Genetic selection gradients and evolutionary predictions
Genetic selection gradients (b G s) tended to be positive for both behaviours but did not differ between sexes or diet Table 1 . Model comparisons based on likelihood ratio tests examining evidence for sex or diet specificity of additive genetic variances for two behavioural traits. Models are multivariate mixed-effects models that include each phenotypic trait measured for each unique combination for sex and diet treatment as a separate response variable (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). Models 2 and 3 were compared with model 1 (null model table S7 ). The predicted response to selection was not divergent between sexes or diet treatments based on estimates of genetic covariance between traits and fitness using a Robertson -Price identity analysis (electronic supplementary material, table S8; see details in the electronic supplementary material, S7).
Discussion
Males were relatively more aggressive and explorative compared to females. This form of sexual dimorphism was also evident from analyses of sex-specificity of quantitative genetics parameters: the cross-sex genetic correlation was low for aggressiveness, while the expression of additive genetic variance of exploration was strongly sex-specific. The parameters also did not vary when comparing two extremely different dietary treatments; sex specificity of genetic (co)variances characterized both environmental conditions, thereby representing a stable genetic characteristic of the study population. The existence of sex-specific genetic architectures can affect how selection is translated into evolution, which was not evident when based on survival selection analyses. However, our fitness measure (survival) might have reflected individual fitness incompletely. Overall, our findings are indicative of the past existence of sexual conflict and its current resolution in the context of behaviour. Genetic independence between males and females was evident from (i) weak cross-sex genetic correlations (r MF ) in aggression and (ii) sex-specific additive genetic variances in exploration and aggression behaviour for both diet treatments. First, the weak cross-sex genetic correlation for aggression should facilitate the evolution of sexually dimorphic aggression. In crickets, more aggressive males are more likely to rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171658 gain access to limited food resources, breeding shelters or mating partners [60, 61] even if hyper-aggressiveness may incur fitness costs (e.g. energy expenditure, injury or death) [60, 62, 63] . Aggressive female crickets may also increase their fitness by having superior males [64] , though the direct [65] or indirect benefits [66] from polyandry are still under debate in this insect. Hence, despite expected benefits for female aggression, the benefit to aggressive female crickets is probably not substantial due to the cost during intense aggressive interactions [62] . As a result, a conflict between males and females over aggression is expected (e.g. [27] ). The weak magnitude of sexually antagonistic selection on aggression suggests that sexual conflict over aggression is also not strong. The conflict is expected to be resolved by increasing the potential for the trait to evolve independently in males and females, in order to attain their respective optima; indeed our results show the resulting hypothesized genetic mechanism in the form of a weakened cross-sex genetic correlation. Although weak cross-sex genetic correlations are often observed even when trait means do not differ between males and females, the negative relationship between the cross-sex genetic correlation and the magnitude of sexual dimorphism generally holds [9] . A weak cross-sex genetic correlation indicates that many genes related to the trait act differently between males and females, or genes controlling the shared traits differ between the sexes, which is likely to allow the evolution of sexual dimorphism.
In addition to a weak cross-sex genetic correlation (indicative of G Â S), our results imply that sexual dimorphism can also be facilitated by sex-specific differences in additive genetic variances. Sex-specific additive genetic variances have been observed for sexually dimorphic traits of a wide range of animal taxa, including insects [19,21,67 -69] , birds [24] and humans [17] . When similar magnitudes and directions of selection characterize both sexes, sex-specificity of the expression of additive genetic variance is indicative of a sex-specific response to selection, and thereby contributes to the evolution of sexual dimorphism. However, effects of the sex-specific additive genetic variance on sexual dimorphism might be transient because differences in additive genetic variance would simply create differences in the evolutionary timing at which the sexes reach their adaptive peaks. When both males and females reach their respective adaptive peaks, sex differences in additive genetic variances might be due to sex-specific strengths of stabilizing selection [70] .
Here we provided evidence for significantly higher additive genetic variances in male versus female exploration behaviour. Our findings imply that the change in trait mean for exploration caused by directional selection would be larger for males compare to females due to sex-specific additive genetic variances. As we found no evidence for sex-specific survival selection at the genetic level (assuming linear selection gradients), such divergent evolutionary responses were not expected in this particular dataset. Of course, as we did not use more ultimate measures of fitness (e.g. lifetime reproductive success), our specific prediction should be taken with caution. Another perspective here is that sexual differences in additive genetic variance in exploration might be indicative of past sexual conflict: males and females may thus currently or previously (have) possess(ed) a different capability of responding to selection.
Our findings generally imply that genes related to the expression of sexually dimorphic behaviours act differently across the sexes, thereby facilitating sexual dimorphism in behaviour. Compared with sex differences in additive genetic variances of homologous morphological [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] or physiological traits [67, 68] , little was previously known for behavioural traits. In addition, while evidence for environment-specific, sex-specific genetic basis exists (G Â E Â S) for morphological [71, 72] and life-history traits [71 -76] , as yet there has been little empirical research addressing whether sex-specific variation in genetic architecture varies with ecological conditions for behavioural traits. Our study shows that the strength of cross-sex genetic correlations, while relatively different for the two behavioural traits, did not differ significantly between dietary environment treatments, implying that our results are not very specific to chosen environmental conditions. This study thereby fills an important gap, suggesting that sex-specific behavioural genetic architectures characterized the focal behaviours across various key environmental conditions characterizing wild populations.
In conclusion, our study implies that sex-specific additive genetic variances and/or weak cross-sex genetic correlations contribute to the evolution of sexual dimorphism in behaviour, hence the resolution of sexual genetic conflict in behaviour [3, 9, 77, 78] . Our findings are consistent with the idea that sexual conflict may indeed be resolved by evolving sexually independent genetic architectures of phenotypic traits [8] , also in the context of behaviour. Data accessibility. Data have been uploaded to Dryad: http://dx.doi. org/10.5061/dryad.760t1 [79] .
